Characterisation of the thermally stimulated conductivity and thermoluminescence of natural topaz.
Thermally stimulated conductivity (TSC) and thermoluminescence (TL) measurements were conducted to investigate the mechanisms of charge transfer and luminescence emission in natural samples of Brazilian topaz irradiated with beta particles from a 90Sr/90Y source or with a 1.75 MeV Van de Graaff electron beam. The luminescence and conductivity were simultaneously monitored during the heating of the samples, allowing direct comparison of the TL and TSC peaks. The results show that the three main TL peaks are accompanied by corresponding TSC peaks, usually shifted to higher temperatures. Comparison of the relative TL/TSC intensities of peaks 2 and 3 indicates that the process of thermal quenching of the luminescence is probably active, which is also supported by TL/TSC measurements at different heating rates. Results on the dose response of TL/TSC peaks also reveal an interesting feature: the TL intensity shows a monotonic increase with dose in the range of study (50 Gy-3 kGy) comprising a linear-supralinear-saturation characteristic, while the TSC peaks exhibit an increase from 50 Gy to 1 kGy, followed by a small decrease for doses greater than 1 kGy. This result is interpreted in terms of a model involving multiple traps and one recombination centre.